
Clerk of the Course Decision

Circuit: Snetterton 300 Date: 08-07-2023

From: Darren MacClinton (142664) Clerk of the Course

To: Paul Voakes Competition No: 69

Race Title: MORPHMY Caterham Graduates Championship - Sigma 135 - Race 19 Licence No: 52395

Time of Issue: 10:05

Following investigations, I find that you are guilty of contravening the following Motorsport UK Regulation(s):

C1.1.9 Abusive language or behaviour or physical assault or physical assault within the area under the control of the organisers

Brief Details:

Following an on circuit incident between Car #69 and Car #79 (Mark Barrett), at the awards ceremony in the paddock Paul approached Mark and
started calling Mark names and invading his space, which made Mark very nervous and actually quiet scared. This was brought to my attention
when I asked Mark to attend a judicial about the on circuit incident. Due to the lateness in the day, i sought a delegation of Stewards Authority to
hear anything at the next UK round at Thruxton on 8th July 2023.

Accordingly, under Motorsport UK Regulation G 5.3, I hereby order that you receive the following:

Disqualified from the meeting
Number of Licence Penalty Points: 6

Additional Comments: At the judicial Paul offered his apology which was accepted by Mark, but due to the nature of the incident, I felt it
neccessary to penalise the datum penalty. At Hearing Paul Voakes (Car #69), Mark Barrett (Car #79) and John Benfield (Competions Director from
CGRC - Observer only) were present. A copy of each drivers statements are included with this report. I sort as part of my evidence CCTV coverage
from the circuit, however due to Racing still on circuit, the camera was circuit not paddock facing.

You are reminded of your right of appeal. Any penalties applied will be recorded by Motorsport UK in accordance with Motorsport UK Regulation C
2.1.4

I being the Entrant / Driver of Car No: 69 acknowledge receipt of the above decision

Signed:

Clerk of the Course Darren MacClinton (142664)
Date:

Time:

08-07-2023
10:05

The decision above was announced verbally to the Competitor at the time and on the date indicated above. The Competitor was informed of their
right of appeal and was told that this time and date would be used in relation to any time limit which might be applicable to any appeal. This
decision sheet was then subsequently passed to the Competitor by email, making use of the contact details given by the Competitor on their entry
form.


